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A. Presentation from Tracey Kirkley and Barbara Adler on Candia Road 3

Note: The attachments contained within this document are for consideration and should not be construed as Council policy unless and until adopted. Should Councillors require further information relating to any reports, please contact the relevant manager, Chairperson or Deputy Chairperson.
CANDIA ROAD
MAKE IT SAFE
Item 9.1

no footpath

up to 570 cars per hour

1 in 3 vehicles exceed the 70km/h limit
not even a shoulder to walk on...
Uneven, sloping & dangerous, narrow road edge to walk along. Ditch beside path so nowhere to escape traffic.

Housing development at 28 - 40 Candia Rd but no footpath! Families traverse this dangerous road.

Tight, blind corner following long straight which cars speed along.

This is part of the Waitakere Foothill Walkway - which people are using now.

Uneven, sloping & narrow road edge to walk along - pushchairs, etc need to be on road. Easy to trip and fall under passing vehicle.
Attachment A
“Very dangerous an accident waiting to happen”
Sue Reinhold

“We need a footpath and a reduced speed!”
Claire Allmon

“I drive on this road and am scared one day coming around the corner and killing someone”
Donna Stephenson

“I want my child to walk to school”
Barbara Adle

“Roads are not just for cars. Make streets safe for pedestrians and cyclists”
Tomek Bielanski